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Forward : Purpose of Document

The preparation of this consultancy report was requested of the

Pan African Institute for Development by Human Settlements Section of

the Economic Commission for Africa (EGA), (Addis Ababa)« This report

of very general nature will be a working document for the Regional

Inter-governmental Committee of Human Settlements in the context of its

regional policies and programmes and projects for its application- The

first meeting of the committee will be held in Addis Ababa October 2-6

1978, with PAID invited to participate as a consultant. A note has been

written synthesizing the discussions held July 2>2if, 1978 in Buea,

(United Republic of Cameroon) between Messrs Professor Alfred MONDJANNAGNI,

Deputy Secretary General of PAID, Mathieu GRACIA, Director of R/PAID-Douala,

Henry SAWYERS, Acting Director of R/PAID-Buea on one side, and Max FALADE,

Head of the Habitat, Building and Physical Planning Section of the Economic

Commission for Africa of the United Nations (ECA).

This note demonstrates that the document inaugurates the opening of a

permanent collaboration between PAID and the Section on Human Settlements

of the ECA. It is for this reason that it was also decided to possibly

use the talents of PAID in the area of regional policies of human

settlements which will be defined by the regional inter-governmental

committee. In this regard, PAID could prepare a document to be presented

during the session on domains of competence and the means by which they

can be used. This paper would also serve as a base for the preparation

of means of intervention of regional NGO. It was agreed upon that PAID

could be presented for recognition by the regional inter-governmental

committee as NGO member of the committee of experts which will be charged

with assisting in the formulation of programmes and the evaluation of

projects concerning human settlements. In this context, PAID would con

centrate its attention on the research and training aspects of programmes

and projects of human settlements. For the execution of programmes and

projects, PAID will put at the disposal of the regional inter-governmental

committee of human establishments, its regional structure as well as its

competence, the means by which it will be used will be formalized, even

tually, by an agreement signed by PAID, the regional inter-governmental

committee, and the ECA.

This document was prepared by Professor Alfred MOKDJANNAGNI, Deputy
Secretary-General of PAID, Geographer, in collaboration with
Mathieu GRACIA, Director of the Douala R/PAID, Economist/Demographer
and Cosine DIKOUME, Social Anthropologist at Douala R/PAID.
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INTRODUCTION

In the developed countries, human settlements have

been intensively studied, their relationship to the

economic factor often underlined. On the other hand,

in the countries of the Third World and particularly

in Africa, one can say that it has only been in the

past, few years that serious interest has been "brought

to this question, starting with the greater and

greater attention which has been accorded the

problems of environment, of poirution, considered

as a new system of approach to the problems of

development in the crisis-beset capitalist countries*

Countries of the Third World still find themselves

in the situation where proposals come to them from

the developed countries, even if the Third World

is sometimes associated with the decision-making

process; that is why it is best to be prudent in

one's approach to the African phenomenon, where

the global environmental conditions arc not the

same as those of the developed countries„

Human settlements constitute the most tangible

manifestationoof man's conquest of his environment.

Through human settlements, one perceives civilization

or civilizations, consequence of socio-economic

systems mechanisms by which the group evolveso Thus

there is a close relationship between human settle

ments and economic development; but the notion of

economic development must be taken as a whole, inside

of which the cultural factor must have a pre-eminent

place, so true it is that culture responds to the

essential needs of social man - material and spiri

tual needs, the spectrum being unlimitedo' These

include, for example, the different foods, utencils,

tools, clothing, art, monuments, etc, without

neglecting the different ways of expressing ideas,

beliefs, the means for satisfying emotions and of

settling family and social problems-
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The list is necessarily incomplete. However, upon

reflection, one can conceive thai; the varied data which

it carries interact globally and simultaneously in a

field of many possible permutations projected in space
ihus, if the diversity of human settlements can be

explained by the diversity of natural conditions, it can
also be explained by diversity of cultures, culture in
the real sense of the tern, that is to say, nan's

ability not only to conquer but also to understand and
apprehend space. Here, we already see a rectification

of the deterministic notion which has characterised
certain writings on Africa. It is for this reason that

this docunent will deal with hunan settlement problems
xn a spirit of glob,lity and flexibility, avoiding

any fixed and aberrant determinism, even if at times

for purely pedagogical reasons, we seek to show the
mechanisms in order to analyse the different cons

tituent parts. This docunent consists of the following
central thenes : ■

(i) The analysis data and nethodology of approach.

(ii) The human settlement - environnent relations
and economic development; functions of
human settlements.

(iii) The present policies of hunan settlenents
in Africa.

(iv) The various levels of perception of hunan
■settlements at the level of the people con

cerned and the different pressure groups present

(v) Suggestions for a human settlements policy in
Africa,,
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-ANALYSIS, DATA AND HETHODQTQGY APPROACH

State of Documentation and Information on Human

.Settlements in Relation to Economic Development

It may appear hazardous to seek to deal pith the

state of documentation and information in the

area of human settlements in Africa given the

time and means necessary for such a project.

What we propose to do is a simple commentary

on the selected bibliography which has been

placed in annexo

One can note through this necessarily incomplete
bibliography :

- that this documentation exists, even abundantly.

It is not old* It explains why, in the past

few years, serious interest has been aroused

in the area of human settlements, often in

relation to environmental problems.

- that this documentation is scattered and varied

because of its multiple origins: TIN specialized

international agencies (ECA in particular),

colloquia, seminars, etc, specialized

universities or institutes, theses and

articles from several disciplines: geography,

history, architecture, sociology, ethnology,

economy. In spite of this extremely multi-

disciplinary theme, the subjects dealt are

often ad hoc and sector-oriented without

a global view on the problems and without

considering the human settlements as a whole

expressing the daily and economic life of the

people studied and, in consequence, their-

link to development problems,



- finally, this documentation lacks a.systematic

treatment capable of resulting in the instal

lation of a network requiring cooperation among

specialized centers, between researchers and

developers, which would allow for a more global

dimension to the problems of human settlements.

In annex, we have included a list of existing

centers in.Africa involved in the area of

human settlements.

This list mostly features titles on architecture,

urban studies, rather than human settlements in

general; it is concerned more with training than

with research, even if in some cases, there is

training/research and even when there are research

oriented works, they are more interested in the

technical aspects rather than in the socirl/

cultural aspects lined to human settlementso

In spite of these criticisms, one must recognise

that some institutions such as ENDA (Environment

and Development in Africa - Dakar) and the Ibadan

based Planning Studies deal in a much more global

and multi-disciplinary manner with the problems
of human settlements.

One must congratulate EMDA for having organised

throughout Africa a series of seminars and colloquia

of human settlements. The working papers from these

meetings have been of great value in understanding

the problems of human settlements. That is why we

have tried to add a bibliography, a list of docu

ments which has served as a foundation for further

thinking at one of the colloquia - the one held at

Butare, Rwanda in October 1975. The theme of

which was: "Rural Environment and Habitat in
Intertropical Africa."
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1 °2 H-uman Settlements: A Dynamic and All Encompassing Idea

If one wishes to study the problems of human settle

ments in relation to economic development, it is

important to understand the concept in a large and

global observation field; and not piecemeal-

In fact, there is often a tendency of giving a

piecemeal and non-integrated dimension to this idea.

The first observation is that the human settle

ment necessarily finds itself in a spatial frame

work, no matter how smallo

The second observation is that the space in which

the human settlement finds itself defines itself

by a series of combinations of physical, human,

ideological, original and specific elements, and

this is what makes their diversity, and in conse

quence, the diversity of the hunan settlements

found there, even though there is a continual

attempt to find a false uniformity=

One must also keep in mind that this space is not

simply a natural physical space combining topo

graphy, and vegetation0 This space is also a

human and social space in which can be found,

all the daily activities of the people„ Finally,

it is a living and dynamic space in which

frequently appears the concept of threshold and

discontinuity. In fact, there are no completed

human settlements, rigorously defined on a map;

if such a settlement exists, it is a dead one,

a historical settlement, an archaeological

digging-site.
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Settiameata at the Sectoral Level

Q—

This search -for a global' approach to the study of
liumsn settlements should not be an obstacle to

research in certsin specific problem sectors inh

rent to rural, urban and industrial human
settlements.

Rural Human

They cannot be studied without a. constant

reference to the idea of "terroir
and the

relations between terroir and rural, commu

nities . The idea of "terroir" must be

understood as a specific territory, developed

and used by the group which lives on it and

from which it derives its means of subsis

tence. Of course, this approach is appro

priate only when the soil is used for agri

cultural purposes. The traces of land use

in the countryside helps to recognise the

limits of a "terroir" by individualizing

it in relation to surrounding areas,

unexploited land or neighbouring rural

areas. A study - historical, agricultural,

from the point of view of tenure helps to

find objective bases of demarcation. However,
difficulties arise when the space which is

exploited, open, fragmented, floating or

discordant with the human settlements, no

longer offers characteristics associated with
the very idea of "terroir0"
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These considerations make appear a maaber of compromises

and disputes.

- the "terroir" is only real if coupled with habitat.

Yet, if the village remains in Africa the most pre

valent form of settlement, it is not rare .to s.ee the

population dispersed under the form of numerous human

settlements on part of the exploited land. The con

tours of the "terroir" lose their distinctiveness in

the context of a rural community which is fragmented

and the existence of the terroir is often put in

jeopardy at the same time as the human settlements

which accompany itn

- of course, the "terroir" covers a continuous tract of

land which, is entirely, following varied methods, used

for agricultural purposes in which rural human settle

ments establish themselves,, However, the situation

gets complicated by the introduction of new crops for

the market economy installed in an agricultural space

which has remained largely food-crop oriented. This

presence- of new crops under the form of specialized

production, even though dependent on the same rural

collectivity, leads to disassociated terroirs and

to at least partial destruction of primary rural

settlements.

also, sometimes a space exploited by two or more

neighbouring communities may be, wholly or in part,

overlapping. It is then difficult to see where each

village begins or ends.

the most extensive forms of agriculture in Africa

are often accompanied by a mobility which affects

not only the fields but also the human settlements

by which are created settlement foci of human groups-

It follows that the idea of permanence, of a'fixed

attachment to the "terroir11, disappears. The tilled

space ceases to be rooted.
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- one last contradiction arises from the existence

in Africa of solid and demanding family ties. Thus,

by the interplay of pairing-offs of parts of the

population or the principle of consanguinity

opposed to the so-called rule of "place", the

human settlements begin to gather constituents

coming from different consanguinoua lineages;

each lineage then distributes itself among a

certain number of composite groups. The agricul

tural link based on residence loses its force

These considerations allow us to understand to. what

point the rural human settlements are in relation to

the "terroirs" in which they find themselves, evolving

with them in their dynamism and diversity.,

The Urban and Industrial Hiiman Settlements

;,it is not possible to use the pre-established blue

prints of developed countries to study the organi

zation systems of urban and industrial settlements

in Africa, even if the latter were often created

by colonialism. Africa remains varied, in spite

of the homogeneity which one can recognize.

Regional nuances and particularisms are many at

the level of landscape and space. That is why

the study of urban and industrial settlements

in relation to economic development must be

undertaken according to the region in which they

are located, and not only in relation to natural

conditions, but also in relation to historical,

political end economic conditions which have

played and still play a dynamic role in their

elaboration. The idea of generation, then,

becomes an import^f analytical tool in the study

of African towns. This idea concerns not only the

types of towns organized and structured at dif-

ferent chronological stages, but also the town as

organic autonomous space inside of which one can

see, through the different landscapes, the marks

of different generations. There will be no
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.

valid urban development if we do not make this effort

to reconstitute the different stages Which led-to the
building of the present urban system.

As for industrial settlements, their development is

recent since the colonial policies excluded industrial

development as the dominated territories were assigned

the role of providing raw materials and customers for

manufactured products coming from the Mother country.

The occasional transformation plants for raw materials

do not often lead to the creation of important human
settlements.

However, the mining industries have often taken a great

importance in the setting-up of several humea settle

ments, because of the need for manpower (viz, the

Zambian and Zairian "Copper Belt"). In fact, they

are more akin to work camps than to real units inte

grated to the "terroirs", and which disappear after

the mine's closing. However, there are several examples

of the development of urbeja centers which started with

the creation of an industrial plant, e.g. Edea and Alucam

(Cameroon), Franceville and manganese (Gabon) Jacob
(sugarcane; SIAI1 then SIACOTGO) and Brazzaville (Congo).

The problem here is the sharing of space between the

indigenous rural population and the newcomers arriving
with industry.

Io4 Hierarchical Human Settlements in spaces which
are equally Hierarchical

The distinction of a sectoral nature linked to the

urban or rural nature of human' settlements must be

continued to the taking-down of the mechanism in

its functional parts according to the size of the

human establishments, passing through camps,

concessions to the towns and con-urbnn spaces.
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Size must take into account numerical data and the

arrangement of the sub-units in space.

In fact, one cannot understand human settlements. without

constantly refering to the dynamic system which put them

in place, in relation to a permanent redistribution of

the population, a consequence of economic, political
and social situations*

U-scale human settlements: camps, hamlets, village;

It often consists of a'chain which goes from the

camp which can or cannot evolve toward the sedentary

village, passing by intermediary forms which are

the hamlets, according to historical, social and

economic conditions.

■

There is, therefore, a permanent link between this

evolution and the economic development of the region

under consideration.

Large-scale human sc-ttlements_

spaces

town ■ and con-urbar

By itself, the town constitutes a major unit by its

spatial size and by the number of its inhabitants.

It must be studied not only from its architectural

or morphological angle, but also in the way it

arranges internal sub-units such as neighbourhoods.

One should also take into account conurban spaces

grouping a number of towns in a restricted radius.

Spaces orpam'7.ftrt -in hierarchical networks

L human settlement of and by itself does not mean

much if one does not place it within a hierarchical

network associating the different rural settlements

to the different urban settlements.. One -finds here

the concept of globality of space where one can

find more easily not only habitat functions, but

also production, exchange and distribution functions

among the different settlements org-nized in

hierarchical networks.



It is in this context tt.rt appears the concept of

communication channels "between human settlements„

CONCLUSION

This methodology of approach is concerned with the

globality of- the problem of human settlements Rural

Africa can no longer disassociate itself from urban

Africa, In fact, the urbanization process of today

necessarily entails crises at the level of the towns

themselves, crises at the level of traditional rural

societies in precipitating their disaggregation.,

It involves two contradictory parallel movements which

one must necessarily apprehend in a global manner.



II. MVIRQNMENT - HTOTN SETTLEMENTS - ECONOMIC

II.1

develok;

In these relations, it is more interesting to

ignore the "boundarios of states and to study the

problems in its biogeographical and civilization

aspects in which states will necessarily find

themselveso

The African Biogcographical Hilieux - Human

Establishments and Economic Development

Reliefs, climates, soils, vegetation and hydro

graphy join together in varied combinations in

Africa, creating living situations which are

extremely varied,, and more or less favourable

to man; more or less densely populated according

to the state of technology and the ups and downs

of history- There is a close relationship

between knowledge of these biogeographic milieux,

human settlements and economic d /elopment.

Without considering that these are strictly zonal

in character, given the preponderant role of climate,

one can .study the biogeographic. nilieux in

the context of climatic zones.

(a) Hilieux of the equatorial and subequatorial

zone - human settlements and economic develop

ment*

Characterized by heat and humidity which

is about constant, the equatorial and sub-

equatorial zone harbors varied patterns of

life, depending on the climatic nuances but

also on topography and type of soil-



(a)o1 The Rain Forest: The humid climate of sub

equatorial Africa creates on the plains and

plateaux a rain forest milieu favorable to

the development of micro-organisms, worms,

insects and also birds and reptiles which are

able to find abundant nourishment. This light

less railieu, with cloudy skies, shadowed by

trees,is, on the other hand, known to be

unfavorable tc higher mammals and to man

because it maintains a number of morbidity

factors, due to heat and himidity (parasites,

microbial illnesses, fevers, sleeping sickness,

etc). The abundance of vegetation allow for

a great number of possibilities in the area of

construction materials» However, historically

a refuge area because of its impenetrability

the rain forest has not witnessed important

political creations<, But it should be added

that the rain forest's hostility is relative

only to techniques, and there exists a number

of regions where 5 b has been humsiized and

exploited (e.g. Ibo's of Nigeria, Southern

Cameroon, etcc), Modem technology makts it

possible today to deal effectively with the

rain forest, in spite of sparse populations.

(a)w2 The dense deciduous forest: The forested areas

of the relatively dry areas of the equatorial

and subequatorial zones, not as difficult to

conquer by man, are among the most heavily

populated of i.fricao They have shel

tered great civilizations„ They have, at

times, been departure points in the conquering

and colonizing of the rain forest (Baoule, Kissi,

Yoruba, Ashanti, Guerze, Bamileke countries).
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(a).5

(b)

The amphibious milieux: The Xagunas, lakes and

temporarily flooded l°w valleys are not always

hostile to man in Africa* They are sometimes

refuges, contrasting with the forest by its

openness; also, many people are traditionally

attached to these milieux, creating specific

and original human settlements which we should

take into account whenever we wish to make the

link between habitat - fishing and economic

developmente

The Savanna, or the areas of alternate action

of air masses The existence of a dry season

which makes' half the year improductive is a

serious handicap„ Moreover, this &oae contains

many cuirasses • Xet, it was in this milieux

that the densest populations and the most ori

ginal human settlements were to be found. If

the seasonal rainfall contrast ir> an obstacle

to the humid forest and constitutes a limi

tation on agriculture, this contrast is accom

panied by much sunlight, making it a gramina

ceous zone, so mucn so that cereal production

and livestock breeding are well-developed*

- In addition, the great number of pathogenic

germs linked to humidity are reduced by the

dry season, whereas the nore distinct thermal

contrast is loss debilitating for the orga

nism and, in consequence, for human settle

ments „

- its open and easily mastered spaces are also

more favorable to communication and exchange.

Of course, there are within this area several

types with their own particularities«



(b).2

The Plains and Plateaux without Cuirasses

In their natural state, they are covered by

sparser and sparser forest as one moves away

from the equator, and are transformed into bush

or grassy savanna "by clearing., Itinerant

agriculture must constantly be related to the

movements of populations and their settlements;

whenever the tendency toward drought reaches its

high point, crop production is reduced and

replaced by livestock breeding with transhumance

and nonadism, economic activities tied to habitat

Patadoxically, these reputedly poor areas contain

large human settlements: Fouto-Djalon Plateaux,

Mandinga, Banfora, North Togo, Benin Plateaux,

the Voltaic chain, Northern Nigeria, etc*

This situation is often explained by the unfertile

cuirasses dead lands which are incapable of

attracting potential invaders, end by this, consti

tuting an "unwelcoming" zone which only a despe

rate desire for a haven can lead to its use.

But in reality, there are more than simply refuges

in these plateaux with cuirasses. The Fulnni of For

Djalon have created important kingdomse Their

chiefs preferred the plateaux with cuirasses

less salubrious neighbouring plains,, The Hausas

and Pulani of Northern Nigeria are closer to being

established conquerors than simple refugees<,

African peasaits understand perfectly well the links

between cuirasses and basic eruptive melanocrat

rock formation. It is for this reason that they

often establish their habitat near the area where th

cuirasses have been destroyed by erosion

(eog. East Senegal).
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In any case, the improvement of these regions

requires a considerable effort, particularly when

mineral resources are lacking. This is why it is

often suggested that populations, and therefore

human settlements bemovedd; Bach a policy cannot

"be done if one does not know well the favorable

aspects of this environment.

(b).3 The Non-saline valleys and closed depressions:

In the Sudanese milieus, the topographical depres

sions do not only play a role of refuge. They

are often linked to agricultural production sys-

tercs of groat interest,, In the low mangrove val

leys, soils which are unutilizablc in their natural

state because of their salinity, can bo developed

for Intensive rice cultivation. Due to the network

of channels, the mangrove areas have a dual voca

tion of refuge and intensive agricultural region.

Cne cannot, therefore, understand huiian settle

ments in this zone without understanding this

duality. On the cuher hand, the uon-saline

medium valleys and closed depressions are inhos

pitable for habitation, either because of the >>

periodic floodings, or because they are- infested

with tse-tse fly (shaded areas and depressions

offering suitable habitats for it).

Cftun, the cultivation of these valleys and

degressions is associated with that of surrounding

dry lands, Also, except where they are closfely

linked to river fishing, the human settlements

are located at the limits of these tiro types of

cultivation. This phenomenon must be taken into

consideration when one seeks to institute a human

settlement policy.
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(c) The Desert Milieux: Those are areas where rainfall,

"by itself, does not allow soil cultivation. Within

these, there are oases and dry grazing lands*

The Oases is a sporadically-located milieu, existing

either due to its proximity to an underground water

source or to its location in en elevated valley where

humidity is conserved„ Agricultural activity is

always intensive there, due to the fact that

humidity, normally, is present the whole year round,

and also due to the fact- that its sporadic or linear

character pushes toward a maxim jQ. use of the land*

Life in an aosis is governed by the changes of

season: meeting and exchange place during harvest,

inhabited by the farmers (often slaves or their

descendants). During the farming cycle, the nona&s'

go off in search of grazing lands *

They dry grazing lands are used by man as pasture.

The grazing lands and oases have opposite characte

ristics, but they complement each o^her and we

must take this into account when creating a policy

for human settlements in desert zones.
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IIQ2. HUN/IT EOTVIROHMMTS - Habitat and Economic Development

Each human society maintains with its environment

relations which are regulated "by its social orga

nization, including its political and economic

structures, and by its level of technical and cul

tural development. .If the "biogeographic environ

ments described above constitute an important

factor for humen settlements, they cannot be

understood seperated from the human factors

combining history, demography, socio-cultural

aspects, land tenure, socio-economic aspects, etc*

(a) Historical factors constantly modify the

determinist character often ascribed, and

wrongly so, to the different biogeogra

phic al milieux* That is why the idea of

milieux favorable or unfavorable to human

settlements must be nuanced. In fact, if

some populations organize their human settle

ments on the lakes and lagunas, it is not

because the milieux are that favourable to

them; it is simply because they have been

subject to history; they fled the invaders

who considered water as dangerous. The same

applies to the populations established in the

African mountains. In a general way, and

under internal demographic pressure, these

populations have perfected cultural and

habitat techniques which are quite ingenious

One understands the full complexity of the

problem when it involves restructuring human

settlements organized within such a context.

One often observes that the people lose their

ingenuity when they are placed in a relatively

empty space without a demographic surcharge* I
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The organization of the entire precolonial urban

network system is essentially a historical fact:

localization and growth due to the existence of

commercial currents between regions with comple

mentary productions, concentration in the Sudano-

Sahelian zone in an intermediary position "between

Guinean and Mediterranean Xfrican, on the Eastern

coast of the continent in contact with Zrab ship

pers, etc. We also know all the relations which

existed among African towns during the colonial

period.

Demography: There is a direet link among certain

demographic factors, human settlements and economic

development*

The settling;of peoples in Africa was carried out,

and is still being carried out, under extremely

complex historical situations which involve the

organization of human,settlements and the dis

tribution of men in space.

The successive segmenting going from the clan to

the lineal family have introduced in the African

communities a certain partitioning, threat of atomi-

zation inside the regions. Through these different

forms of human settlements, we have observed the

passage from lineage to village, from village to

camp and from camp to village- This situation,

though maintaining itself, has sometimes boon modi

fied by various tendencies :

- unifying tendencies of the ancient empires

and kingdons, accelerated at times by Islam.

- disorganizing tendencies due to the slave trade;

insecurity due to the. trade and the maximal

disorganization of the groups or fractions of

groups seeking slaves or refugeo

\
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- disorganizing tendencies of colonization with

I'orced labour, creation of towns, bureaucracies,

slave trade economy, colonial settling, etc.

All these facts help to explain the dynamism of popu

lation shifts and the distribution of human settlements

in Africa,,

The movements of population include the internal and

external movements.

The.internal movements: the characteristics of internal

movements of African populations are those of a deve

loping country: lowered mortality rate, rising birth rate

which translates itself into a powerful demographic

growth* .This necessarily implies a policy for human

settlements„

This population consists, to a large degree, of youth,

a positive sign for economic development the consequences

of which no longer have to be shown in relation to the

organization of human settlements, when this .youth is

channelled into productive activities*

The external movements: Very active migratory movements

exist .in Africa, most often in relation to the deve

lopment of the colonial economy. There is always a

relationship between the traditional localization of

population, linked to its milieux, to the level of

technology, to local history and that of development

sectors of the colonial economy. One can even say,

independently of any other considerations, that there

is a discrepancy between the two insofar aa in the regions

which have traditionally been densely populated, the

problem of local good production limits considerably

export production which characterizes the colonial

economy.,
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It so happens that, just as the observation on the biogeo-

graphic milieux reveal, the traditionally densely

populated areas were located in the interior Whereas

the costal regions, at that time thinly populated, were

considered more favourable toward a systematic economic

reorientation. Moreover, it allowed one to dispense

with the heavy cost cf transport toward the interior.

It followed that the coastal regions were more greatlv

submitted to the colonial economy: export agriculture,

plantations, forest resources, port towns, etc

- In the interior, population centers which have modern

activities are very limited: they are occasional

(towns or mines) or linear (development of major

valleys), modern means of communication, etc. It

is tiis situation which explains the different migra

tory currents in Africa. This spatial redistribution

and the vigorous demographic growth are the two most

notable symbols which characterize the present

population of Africa: it involves two factors indica

tive of the destruction of the old balance and which,

if organized, can be factors of progress. We under-

stpzr1 the role which the policy on human settlements

must play faced with this new distribution of men in

the African space and which is essentially an economic

facto

(c) The socio-cultural factors - human settlements and

economic d evelopnent o ^

Human settlements are a reflection of the manner

in which man perceives and interprets the milieu ■ ",

which, once transformed by him, constitutes the

socio-cultural support for all of his economic

activitieso There can, therefore, be no human

remarkable study by Philip LANGLEY appears under
€.J1-tle! ,Fo?n ?■ rapid approach method'of the habitat
the rural milieu" (Seminar of Butare, 0cto 1975-
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I

settlements policy without reference to the socio-cultural

foundations of the group concerned. There is thus a

"hidden dimension" in human settlements which only the

group can correctly perceive and which escapes the

exterior developers who ignore the space/language

space/function relations. Spacer syrbol is expressed

in a specific language Tc the material functions of

space are superimposed- the social functions, expression |.

of the values of a society. The- arrangement of the

houses is never a matter of chance, it expresses a

categorization of spaces by age groups, for example.

to architect exterior to the group cannot understand

the function of this house, ofU-n on the exterior of

the compound, which houses women having their menstrual

period and considered temporarily impure; nor can he

understand the symbolic and religious role of this

bush representing the deity of steel in tradi

tional Yoruba societies and often planted in the middle
of the courtyardo

In the rural areas, production is sometimes confused with

habitat and each space is specialized in this or that

production: production of artisaaal Palm oil, or of

palm wine, alcohol, etc. But in the analysis of socio

cultural phenomena, one must not simply stop at the

small-scale settlements; one must seek the social

foundations in the arrangement of the different human

settlements wMoU express a whole number of global

social structures and this is why the preferred

instrument for sue.h a study remains the "terroir".

The rural space which constitutes the first step in the

historic development of human occupation must be consi

dered less as a natural space than as a culturally dif

ferentiated social human space. In the analysis, one

must also take into account the pastoral spaces which

also have their symbolic cultural representations, -
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The forms, the contents:, the types of tenure and the

techniques of land use are related to the h rhythms of

the people's everyday life,, There is often a sacrali-

z,ation of all the milieu's elements perceived through

all .of the different acts performed for the conservation

of the species. One often attributes to the majority

of the objec,t.s which are in the human settlement, and

to the actions which are carried out, a ritual charac

ter. It is thus inconceivable to separate the material

aspect of life styles from all the manifestations

which accompany them and which often provide their

meaning: beliefs, sexual practices, taboos, ritual

division of time among several activities, representation

of life's happenings through ritual holidays, all of these

constitute conservationist attitudes toward existence

in the human settlementso Therefore, there is no partial

approach in the study of these human settlements and only

a global approach taking into consideration at the same

time the material forms of life and its context of

myths and rites can provide an intelligible image of

the group and of all the forms of behavior. There is

often in African societies, an action-subjection

association in complex processes of contradictions which

are more or less dialectic?.!*

If, in. the rural milieu, there .exists in a relative

manner a certain unity of thinking in respect to social

cultural aspects, projected in space in the urban milieu,

the existence of a disarticulated, assymetrical and

dependent economy makes difficult the understanding one

can have,- by combination, of the spatial material and

socio-cultural aspects of the town. It .often refers

to a series of composite, discontinuous, heterogeneous

aggregates where the diversities iinpose themselves in

terms of contradictions and even of permanent confliects

between man and milieu in which he is not the only creator

in a context which is profoundly stratified both mate

rially and socially.

- The first strata is thTfc of villagers born, and bred in
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the village is stable• Their double implantation creates

contradictions and conflicts difficult to solve. Double

environnental perception: with more cr less close combi

nations fron the original rural_ and urban space.

- The second strata consists of the rural proletariat

who undergo a dual uprooting: born in the rural

milieu, they are at the lower lung of social ladder*

Lack of means due to low income means that they

engage in few material exchanges with their home

villages, while at the same tine they are badly

integrated to the city from which they derive

no collective material benefit.

- The third strata consists of city-dwellers born in

a heterogeneous society and who do not identify them

selves in the least with their ethnic group, nor to

their extended family. They have no means, no

conceptual framework, by which they can relate to

the rural milieux. It is from this social confusion

that we must seek to fashion a policy of restructura-

tion of human settlements in African cities.

(d) Land tenure, human settlements and economic deve

lopment .

Neither the organization of traditional human settle

ments, nor the present tendency to restructure them

can be done appropriately if one does not seek to

understand from the beginning the general principles

which govern land tenure in Africa- Land tenure,

; ; in the context of rural land occupation as well as

in the context of urban land occupation, rests on

a series of complex factors associating religion,

history, economics and politics. v-

In Africa, where religious beliefs were intimately

migled to all the daily activities without there

ever being a break between' the two systems, the study

of land tenure must constantly take into account

the religious phenomenon which after expresses it

itself everywhere: sacred forests, temples and
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The land is above all considered sacred, and placed

at a high level in the hierarchy of African divini

ties. From the religious foundation identifying the

land as divine comes the concept prevalent- throughout

Africa of a.land, chief who is above all a land priest,

representing the oldest member of the oldest genera

tion of the group. He is the representative and

delegate of the founding ancestor. In fact, any

occupation of a given territory or space, either-

through conquest or through peaceful migration for

economic or demographic reasons, necessitates rites,

ceremonies which the chief of the first occupants,

the one who leads the migration, officiates in the

name of the group. It is thus the chief of the land

who has first established a pact with the God Earth.

Priest of the land, the chief of land is the interme

diary not only of the God Earth, bat also between all

the other divinities and the members of the community.

He is the one who is responsible for distributing •

land to all members of the group, taking into account

the nature of the terrain, the different topographic

elements, streams, ponds, hills, etc. The foreigner

seeks out the chief of the land if he wishes to

establish himself in the region. In all of this,
perceives ^,

one _-«M -, the outline of a "terroir" proper to

the new rural community established on communal land.

Of course, this situation has evolved: first of all,

with the development of importejit traditional political

organizations: a land-based political power juxtaposes

itself to the power of the Land chief; furthermore,

demographic and economic pressures have partially

exploded the system; finally, colonization and the

money-based economy have given rise to the concept

of private individual property.
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Today, collective property and individual property

coexistc The former is a remnant of traditional

structures, the latter, th<- Jnternal evolution

of collective traditional : ; -uctures faced with

demographic, economic, political, and social

realities. Thus, it is impossible to restructure

human settlements without taking into account these

very complex factors characterizing the African land

tenure system. One understands, therefore, all the

difficulties which developers must face when colo

nising so-called virgin lands, when clearing out a .

population for an eventual restructuring of the

habitat.

Nor could one understand the urban structures without

taking into account land tenure problems with which

the authorities have been confronted and are still

being confronted today.
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.In Libreville, quarrels involving ancestral privileges had an

impact on part of the town's evolution. Basing th,rnselv:fcs on the

treaties of 1839 and 1842 between Bouet-Willm^es and the Kings

Denis and Louis, the Mpongoue denied to the colonial administration

and then the Gabonese administration the right to pass legislation

in regard to Land tenure on lands not ceded to France by these
treaties.

In Dakar, the problem of land tenure opposing the Lobou to the

colonial administration (from the inception of the latter) is
well known.

e> Human settlements .and Economic Factors

Human settlements can no longer be considered as simple habitats

protecting man from the elements. They insert themselves into a

global economic dimension from which arise the functions of production

of its means and techniques, of transformation and distribution of
products.

Production of Human Settlements is an Important Economic Activity
which involves:

- the concept of raw materials (local or imported from a different

ecological 2dne in the region or coming from the exterior; here

already appears the concept of dependence and complementarity.

- the concept of transport and its cost.

- the concept of production time, of profitability and of the

quality of production,,

Studies have been made on these problems, often from the quantitative

or econometric angle, but unfortunately these studies lack an analysis

of the social indicators linked to production, for one often forgets to

define the original values proper to Africa. For example: forms of

association and cooperatives in the production of habitats, division of

labour according to age, group, collective saving associations, etc.

But more than the production of the habitat, there are the economic

functions required of human settlements:
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faction of storing agricultural produce: this one function

merits a study all to itself given the diversify of storage

techniques used which are nore or less adapted to the different
biogeographic zones.

function of livestock breeding, function of trwforming products

for home uae, function of traditional craftsmanship. All these

functions are perfectly legible in the space inhabited and its

size, their dimensions vary according to the different forms of

undertaking, from the camp, the compound, the hamlet up to the
village itaaif, frora the individual or family form Qf organisa_

txon up to collective forms of organisation. One can ask one's

self in what measure the merchant has transformed its installa

tions in introducing nev elements unadapted to the balanced way

of life of people. But the economic function of the habitat does

not end at production; it encompasses distribution and exchange,

from the saallest space all the way up to the larger ones. We see

appear here the importance of the role of the market in the arrange

ment and organisation of human settlements in Africa.

But we cannot understand the significance of the market in Africa

without giving it a global content which goes beyond the purely economi
com

context. Over and above the economic role, the African markets have a

cultural, social and religious function. She market la not only a

Place where one can exchange products, but it is also a place where one

can exchange political and economic information. Certain specific rites

are performed in the market. This is why the market is not Dl£sced „_

where; there are precise rules which govern the choosing of a site in '

relation to hum™ settlements. The arrangement of the different sections

is not due to change;the market, if it is periodic, is not held on any
day. All these considerations must lead to linking the organisation

of human settlements to that of the market network. We know the

difficulties which the colonial and present administrations had in trying

to displace markets, or to change their opening days. All told, we must

take into account certain"values when seeking to restructure Africa*

habitats. One can understand all the delicate problems which arise

for the people of African towns whenever there is a disassociation

between workplace and habitat, whenever they resist modern housing

offered either in the context of large, modern agricultural plantations
or in that of urban settlements.



The African town will not easily have a uniform outline, insofar as

the groups present do not only have widely varying rates of income,
but also divertjant economic notions,

me can understand why many parents refuse to live the life of comfort

of their city-dwelling sons aojj daughters, because their economic

activity does not coincide with the modern habitat. All this helps

to explain the idea of the village and fields in the- to™, factors

which will have to be taken into account in any atfapt to restructure
human settlements in Africa.

111 • THE PRESENT POLICIES .FOR HUMAN SETTLEMENTS IK AFRTf.A

Except for a few African countries, policies-^or taten settlements

go little beyond statements of intention and to a few desparate,

sporadic actions. Therefore, it is difficult at the present stage to

speak of a policy for human settlements. However, we can refer to some

sectoral orientations, sometimes only implicit, which have a direct or

indirect influence in the area of habitat and settlement zones. This

lack of comment to the problem in its totality is due to several

factors. First of all, in a p-^t number of Africa countries, a large

proportion of the population continues to live in the traditional manner

with a system Qf social organisation, occupation of space and its own

techniques for developing the habitat, often in conformity with the

ecology and historical antecedents. In thia context, one can see the

juxtaposition of two promotional sectors: the subsistence economy which

is more or less preponderant, and the market economy which implies tho

use of money ™d which is almost entirely dominated from the outside and

constituting within the national societies a sort of "foreign enclave."

Thas foreign dominate lends to.regarding a human settlement policy in

terms of an opposition between modernization and' tradition and retards

efforts toward national planning in the long term. Finally, one can

observe that the policy makers in this area are obsessed by the town/

country dichotomy, ani seem to prefer, by far, the urban areas.

In a general manner, one can observe that the governments (the leaders

in national development) more often carry out catalytic actions for the

promotion or improvement of human settlements. There does not exist
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an institutional base allowing for a coordinated and ■coherent policy

in this multi-faceted are-, that is, which includes economic, technical,

educational, health aspects ,oao

1 DIRECT ACTIONS OF GOVERHKaNT

The rapid urbanisation of Afric-n countries which leads to a more-

less greater concentration of populations in the towns, notably *'

capitals and commercial and industrial towns has dictated a priority

for the development of urban areas.

Binogb all the African countries have created a Ministry or

Department of Housing and Urban Planning; in reality, it is the latter

term which monopolises ell the efforts and the major part of the avail

able means. The establishment of urban planning, particularly those

of the capital or of certain towns situated at strategic points is part

and parcel of the policy cf national prestige. The distribution of

neighbours, therefore, obeys the logic of the dominant system, i.e.

the capitalist system. This creates a social segregation and discri

mination and leads to the real estate speculation. The political and

administrative imperatives, th, interests of the hegemonic class and

those of foreign companies are most often favoured to the detriment of

the well being of the masses who are relegated to the shoddy neighbour

hoods and the squatting zones, obscure and insalubrious shanty town

kingdoms.

In some countries, the governments have created national real estate

corporations, Credit agencies meant to promote quality housing. These

agencies, however, make themselves inaccessible to those of modest means.

Other arrangements, such as lease-sell, are also used. The same goes

for "anti-shantytown" campaigns, or urban renewal projects in some

neighbourhoods, which are the more often due to local initiative. All

these actions concern primarily the urban milieu. Timid efforts have

been observed in some countries relative to research in using local

building material and techniques adapted to the environment. If this

research was generalized, it would put an end to the distortions

presently existing between hum£Ji settlement policies and the preserva

tion of the environment.
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Apart from private re^l estate companies, who;se goal ip the. maximization

of profit and which has, to this effect, introduced to African towns the

uniformity, and standardization of the habitat,, one con observe in the

majority of countries that the- promotion of the habitat has been left

to individual initiative. The -result, on one hand, has been great

anarchy and a lack of hamonisation of the habitat, and on the other, a

real estate speculation which still profits tho possessing classes.

Even though, there has been research on the African habitat- for a long

time, especially by geographers, ethnologists and anthropologists, and

to a certain extent by historians and architects, the public services

and the real estate companies concerned do not actually take into account

the results of these s-.udies; on the contrary, one is witnessing the

increased domination of foreign models in the building of human settlements

Even in the rural milieu, attention is not given to the past, the history

and civilization of the people concerned; the modernisation of the habitat
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habitat has been left to individual initiative. The result, on one

hand, has been great anarchy and a lack of harmonization of the,

and on the other, a real estate speculation which still profits

the possessing clasGes.

Even though there has been research on the African habitat for a

long time, especially by geographers, ethnologists and anthropo

logists, and to a certain extent by -historians and architects, the

public services and the real estate companies concerned do not

actually take into' account tho results of these studies; on the con

trary, one is v/itnessing the increased domination of foreign models

in the building of human settlements. Even in the rural isiliau,

attention is not given '-o the past, the history and civilization of '

the people concerned; the- modernization of the habitat translates it

self almost exclusively by the utilization of mostly imported materials

(corrugated iron, cement, even furniture) which further accentuates

dependence on the outside„

III.2. INDIRECT ACTIONS QF

These actions stimulate directly or indirectly the promotion of hum

settlements, notably in the rural milieu.

The creation of road infrastructures has been used, from the start of

Europeans colonisation, as a privileged means for regrouping villages;

even if the goal sought has been and remains to assure a better control

and administration of the rural populations, this policy has allowed

a great number of countries to end the dispersal of habitations, and

has allowed for the creation of town centers and town relays between

town and country, and equipped with collective social infrastructures:

schools, dispensaries, sometimes running water end electricity, and

a small commercial center.

i .^ j

Efforts directed toward increasing rural production and its diversi

fication often allow the peasants to increase their income, which is

for the most part invested in improving the home, a certain sign of

prestige and social advancement; one remarks in the African countryside

and in the towns that the acquisition of a decent home is one of the

major motivations in work and in saving. It is in this context that is
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situated as well the experience of the multi-functional cooperatives,

created and encouraged by the public authorities and which facilitate

recess to-credit .for the acquisition of building materials. The majority

of African countries dispose of animation or community development services;

through these, an educational and supportive action is led for the improve

ment of housing, living conditions of the rural communities and their

participation in the collective building enterprises; contests for

"the" prettiest village," ank scale models of"model villages" are also

presented at national fairs-

The majority of African governments favour and recommend the establishment

of certain industries in rural areas, and insist that the entrepreneurs

build appropriate housing and social/economic infrastructures for their

employees. These diverse indirect actions also contribute to changing

mentalities in rural communities where one could still note here and there

fairly strong beliefs against improved housing and which neutralized the

initiatives of certain individuals who were afraid of being taxed as

"different" and of being socially ostracized (jealousy, witchcraft, etc.).

Human settlement policies must be conceived in such a manner as to influence

at all levels: the state, communities and individuals. It is the responsi

bility of the authorities to establish a coherent base, to define the

major orientations and to design a long-term general plan. It is also the

state which is responsible for the coordination of the different concerned

departments, the upgrading"of traditional technics and local materials, as

well as the setting of measures tending to preserve the environment and to

reduce, if not check real estate speculation. For a problem which is so

important and which conditions the existence of the national community,

the state has the duty to favour by all means necessary access to decent

housing by all the citizens. Finally, it should encourage the participa

tion by the people concerned and that of individuals for the design and

carrying out of 'the national programme for human settlements.

IV. The Different Levels of Perception of Human Settlements:

Populations Concerned and Different Pressure Groups

IV.1 Human Settlements Seen by the Populations Concerned (II2.C.)

There is a remarkable difference between the perception of human settle

ments by the populations concerned and that of different pressure groups

For the first group, refer to 1I.?.C.).



IV.2 Human Settlements as Soon by the Different Existing Pressure Groups

Human Settlements as Seen by the Decision Makers ■ .-. ■

The environmental problem is considered by some as a new fad of the

developed and industrialized countries, the result being to turn atten

tion away from the important problems besetting third world'countries*

This point of view, by the way, is not completely unjustified when it

applies to the champions of the environmentalist movement for whom

all development is destructive. Therefore, exclusively pointing out

the negative aspects of pollution and the destruction of the environment

can make sense for the industrialized countries, but can hardly affect

the third world countries where such problems are still localized in

their incidence, for the- ingenuity and talents which have guaranteed

to some sufficient nutrition, comfortable lodging, health, mobility and

leisure have not been able to spare the great majority the afflictions

of malnutrition, disease, shoddy housing and despair, for here it is not

a question of quality of life but of life itself. One must, therefore,

analyse in this context what the human settlements represent for decision

makers: political, technical, decision makers constituted by the econo

mic pressure groups.

a) Political Decision Makers

For many of them, all the environmental problems could be interpreted as

a threat to their internal development♦ They state that such preoccupa

tions are the privilege of "those countries whose incomes are high

enough so that they can consider esthetic aspects, and health good enough

so that they can afford to detect the effects of anhydride concentrations

on mortality and morbidity."

The representative of Sri Lauka to the UN stated:

"All the developing countries are warned of the risks, but they are

prepared to % of the total pollution of developed countries if it

means that tir^y can diversify their economy through industrializa

tion .... They must not be distracted from the imperatives of their

development and growth by the illusion of an atmosphere exempt of

smoke or a landscape with no factory chinney. stocks." ...

A representative from Latin-America states:

"The developing countries only want to become members of industrial

polluters' club, not so bad as they are made out to be



These opinions do not originate from the third world. In 1887, the

Mayor-of Middlesbdrough (UK) stated thnt smoke meant full employment,

that it indicated that all social cl-soes were at work, that there

was barely any charity and that even the most humble were shielded

from want, and that they could therefore be ProUd of their smoke.

One would also have to frequently take into account the relations, one

would even say the- complicities'between local political decision makers

and foreign political decision rnpkers ....

b) Technical Decision Makers

For the most part, local technicians have been trained abroad, outside

of their own environments which they know poorly. They are under, the

technical and technological dependence, and oven ideological dependence,
of their trainers, leading to permanent conflict, open or not, between

themselves and the milieu which they are supposed to improve, even if

their activity fits within the context of an international institution.

c' The Economic Pressure Groups

They are internal to our states, but they ore also external. However,

the two groups - internal and external - are in constant relation with

one another. They are far fron, the problems of environment in a society

which Seeks only to pick ur the crumbs of the great consumer and wasteful
society.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A POLICY OF HUMAN SEPTLEMKWTS TN AFHICA

V»1 Necessity of a Politic Choice

No attempt at restructuring human settlement in relation with economic

development can bo put in place if, at the start, it is not ^ided by

political choice defined, of course, by the states themselves. This

choice could be based on the following:

a) National awareness of the human settlement problem in its

totality in a democratic and participative manner. All this depends

on the political institutions and structures in place in the different

countries and the mc-cahnism of their democratic functioning. For



institutions can exist and not function or function poorly when they

are confiscated by n bureaucratic minority-

b) The political choice must constantly take into account the political

and economic domination of foreign powers and their not negligible

local relays. As is known, this domination begins to organize itself

with the different pressure groups: local, political and economic

decision makers, technocrats trained abroad, external finance groups

organized as multi-nationals whose interests cannot coincide with those

of African populations. This political choice must translate itself

rsractically in a certain number of related concepts.

v«2o Relations Between Human Settlements and the Environment

It involves the global environment linking physical factors to

civilization.

relation between the biogeographic environment and housing:

what way do the biogeogre.phical factors Climate - soil, vegetation,

hydrography) explain human settlements? In-what w^y have the different

civilizqtions used local materials in the construction and arrangement

of human settlements?

In what way did materials influence form, size, arrangement of

different human settlements?

What are the determining criteria which have guided the physical

location of human settlements?

In what way did socio-rc-ligious aspects intervene in the orienta

tion and arrangement of housing? .-..'.— - ■ ■ ■ — • -

What is the role of social structure in the organization of housing?

V.3. Relation Between Human Settlements and Appropriate Technologies

The starting point would be to distinguish the broad parameters of

technology in African human settlements, then to ask ourselves:



.w^laj;..has slowed dpwn or aGcelerated-ths^dlffii&ion-of-the-most-

adapted traditional technics? • **'■%

how are tasks distributed in building the habitat;' Are these

buildings specialists?

- I how are building technics transmitted now and how were they

transmitted in the past?

what is the evolution of traditional technics? Does creativity

still exist so fs to promote new adaptations*

how do new elements introduce themselves into traditional technics?

v-if* Relation Between Human Settlement .and the-Health of-the-Population

In whot way did the availability of potable water for men and animals

influence the dispersal, the regrouping, the structure, the size of human

settlement (camps, hamlets, villages, nomadism, etc)?

How did hygienic and health considerations intervene in the choice

of sites, of building materials and in the arrangement of housing sub-

units?

How to resolve the problem of water and the struggle against the

different disease carriers?

v»5» Relation Between Humfan Settlements and Economic Activities

Habitat and place of work

- Integration or non-integration of the habitat to productive

activities.

Solutions brought to the problems of storage of products in the

context of the habitat„

- How does the presence of livestock, of fowl influence the organi

zation of the habitat„
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v»6» Relation Between Human Settlements and Major Development Projects -

Human settlements - hydro-agricultural projects.

Human settlements - agrarian reform,,

Human settlements - urban planning and renewal.

In all cases, it is a matter of sharing space with all conclictual aspects

between what was there and the new elements introduced in the space,

between those who lived in th^ space and the new arrivals.

In this context, we can broaden the debate to the question of income with

its concrete hierarchical forms.

v«7- Relation Between Human Settlements and Training/Information

These relations are primarily based on participation. This participation

cannot exist without knowing the milieu in which one wants to act- This

is why we must begin with what:

a) the community knows, that is, its level of information on its own

milieu, its environment, even if one must complete the information if

possibleD

b) The community thanks, that is, its attitudes, how. it judges its

environment.

c) It wants, that -is, its deepest aspirations. '

d) Is its behaviour, that is, what it does to attain its goals.

Finally, participation must be envisaged as resulting from a certain

number of aspirations which are themselves tied to attitudes formed in

the context of a given level of information- These distinctions are

important in research oriented toward -action in the area of human settle

ments, which are too often centered on whet the groups want without know

ing sufficiently what they think and particularly what they know. There

are, of course, many nuances to introduce in the analysis of each level,

since the African societies are no longer closed; they have been more

or less aggressed materially and morally from the exterior. This ex

terior is both inside and outside. This is why the actions of human
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settlements can take very diverse forms in the context of participa

tion which can be voluntary, spontaneous, provoked, imposed. This

latter form is to be avoided, as it is in contradiction with the very

notion of participation,,

This participation also requires on the part of politicians and

development technicians an effort to know the milieu on which they

are acting. Finally, from a practical standpoint, it would be interes

ting to establish a network of data banks which would be located

in sub-regional institutions and organized on a geographic and ecologic

base:

Mediterranean Africa

Sudano-Sahelian Africa

Desert Africa

Equatorial and Sub-equatorial Africa

- Africa of Mountains and Lakes.
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